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Classical meets modern in the IDEA protocol for structured

expert judgement

Abstract

Expert judgement is pervasive in all forms of risk analysis, yet the development

of tools to deal with such judgements in a repeatable and transparent fashion is

relatively recent. This work outlines new findings related to an approach to expert

elicitation termed the IDEA protocol. IDEA combines psychologically robust inter-

actions among experts with mathematical aggregation of individual estimates. In

particular, this research explores whether communication among experts adversely

effects the reliability of group estimates. Using data from estimates of the outcomes

of geopolitical events, we find that loss of independence is relatively modest and it

is compensated by improvements in group accuracy.

Keywords: Structured expert judgement, Experts’ dependence, Eliciting event proba-

bilities, Combining experts’ opinion, Mathematical aggregation

1 Introduction

Expert judgements are an integral part of risk and impact assessments (e.g. Keeney and

von Winterfeldt 1991; Aspinall 2010). Expert opinion is regularly sought to inform all

stages of the modelling and management process, including the framing and structuring

of a problem, estimation of facts and system relationships, and quantifying uncertainty.

However, while the ability to consult experts clearly represents a valuable resource for

decision-makers, as with any tool or resource its value may be lessened by inappropriate or

ill-informed application. For example it is crucial that decision-makers, stakeholders, and

experts play separate roles in the decision process. Moreover, the experts’ role should be

limited to providing estimates of facts and predictions of event outcomes (Sutherland and

Burgman 2015). Deviating from this is inadvisable but unfortunately, in some situation,

unavoidable (e.g. Connelly et al. 2015; Thekdi and Lambert 2014). In this paper we focus

on eliciting expert judgements of uncertain quantities and event occurrences. Research
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into the performance of experts reveals that expert status alone is not enough to confer an

ability to give unbiased, error-free judgements and that expert judgements are susceptible

to a range of cognitive and motivational biases, to an expert’s particular context, and

to their personal beliefs and experiences (Camerer and Johnson 1997; Shrader-Frechette

1996; Slovic 1999; Montibeller and von Winterfeldt 2015). To counter these limitations,

structured methods for elicitation have been developed. These methods improve the

quality of elicited knowledge by treating elicitation as formal data acquisition, using

systematic, well-defined protocols that reduce the impact of extraneous factors on the

results and that make assumptions and reasoning explicit (van Steen 1992; O’Hagan

et al. 2006).

A variety of procedures for structured elicitation exist, and in this paper we focus

particularly on exploring new findings related to a relatively new protocol (IDEA), that

builds on recent developments in methods for structured elicitation (see Section 2). Pre-

vious research using this protocol (Wintle et al. 2012; Hanea et al. 2015) suggested that,

when using panels of experts, (supervised) interaction improves the experts’ ability to ap-

propriately quantify uncertainty, and that performance based mathematical aggregation

of experts’ judgements shows promise under circumstances involving external validation.

Techniques for testing and evaluating experts’ performance necessarily play an impor-

tant role in empirically exploring the performance of experts. Commonly used metrics

are designed to be objective and conservative (i.e. closely related to notions for measuring

performance in other areas). However, different metrics focus on (and measure) different

attributes of goodness. Attempts to select between them rely on investigating various

desirable properties of expert performance. Often good performance is characterised by

more than just one of these properties. In this paper we investigate several properties

(see Section 3.1), and the relationship between them (see Section 4.2).

In the IDEA protocol, briefly described in Section 2, experts’ interaction is encouraged.

Nevertheless the benefits of the exchange of information may come at the expense of

increasing dependence amongst experts. Experts’ dependence is understood as when

experts have arrived at similar estimates because of some conditions held in common
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such as training or knowledge (e.g. Booker 1987). While regularly mentioned, to date

there has been little direct work on examining the causes and extent of inter-expert

dependence. A study by Booker and Meyer (1988), for example, linked the level of

dependence to the problem-solving approach that experts invoked in approaching each

task. While the reporting of empirical levels of correlation (as a dependence measure)

are uncommon, at least some studies have suggested levels can often be at least 0.3 and

often as high as 0.6 or greater (Winkler 1967).

The correlation between experts poses potential problems in the performance based

mathematical aggregation of multiple judgements, because highly positively correlated

judgements will lead to similar weights, which in turn will lead to the weight of a partic-

ular assessment to be (maybe unfairly) multiplied by the number of experts with similar

opinions. In this paper we propose a general procedure to measure the dependence be-

tween experts (Section 3.2) and investigate the results of this procedure (Section 4.3)

on a dataset described in Section 4.1. The inter-expert dependence is definitely an in-

teresting theoretical problem, but to what extent it is of practical importance remains

to be established. We investigate this issue using the above mentioned dataset and use

these findings to repeat the analysis from Section 4.2 in Section 4.4. Final comments are

gathered in Section 5.

2 The IDEA protocol

The two key mechanisms by which judgements may be pooled across group members

are through striving for consensus (via deliberation), where experts share and discuss

information, and via mathematical methods, where independent opinions are combined

via a mechanistic rule. Mixed approaches combine elements of both deliberative (also

called behavioural) and mechanical styles of aggregation (e.g. Ferrell 1994). The widely

employed Delphi protocol, for example, represents a type of mixed aggregation.

The IDEA protocol is a structured procedure for eliciting and combining expert judge-

ments of uncertain quantities and event occurrences using a modified Delphi protocol.
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The acronym IDEA arises from the combination of the key features of the protocol that

distinguish it from other structured elicitation procedures: it encourages experts to In-

vestigate and estimate individual first round responses, Discuss, Estimate second round

responses, following which judgements are combined using mathematical Aggregation

(Hanea et al. 2015).

An outline of the basic approach is as follows. First, experts provide private, individual

estimates in response to the questions posed to them. They then receive feedback about

the judgements of the other experts. With the assistance of a trained facilitator, the

experts discuss their initial estimates with the others, sharing information, clarifying

terms, and establishing a shared understanding of the problem. This discussion stage

may take place remotely (e.g. Wintle et al. 2012; McBride et al. 2012; Hanea et al. 2015)

or face-to-face (e.g. Burgman et al. 2011). During the discussion stage, the anonymity

of the individual estimates is ideally maintained in order to counter possible unwanted

dominance and halo effects. Experts are asked to revise their judgements in light of this

discussion and make a second, private estimate. These second round estimates are finally

combined using mathematical aggregation.

The IDEA protocol incorporates both classical and modern elements of existing

elicitation protocols. The classical elements come from being a Delphi-like protocol,

which is one of the oldest frameworks for eliciting expert judgements. It also promotes

performance-based mathematical aggregation techniques similar to those used in the Clas-

sical model of expert judgement (also known as the Cooke’s method) proposed by Cooke

(1991). Most of the well known protocols for eliciting experts are labour intensive, and

to this end the modern side of the IDEA protocol allows one to abandon face-to-face

elicitations and plug into to new remote technologies.

The motivation behind the use of the IDEA protocol is that while interaction be-

tween experts can be detrimental during the initial development of arguments and re-

sponses, its use during the evaluation stage can be beneficial: allowing experts to better

clarify reasoning and assumptions, and to benefit from some of the gains possible for

well-functioning behavioural groups. The controlled interaction and feedback allows for
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exchange of information independent of its source, thereby removing some of the more

negative aspects of behavioural groups. Using a (final) mathematical aggregation lessens

the pressure for experts to reach consensus. In making their estimates for each question,

experts answer using either a 4-step format for eliciting information about quantities, or

a 3-step question style for eliciting event probabilities (Burgman 2015). These formats

draw on empirical findings from cognitive psychology and has been shown to mitigate

overconfidence (Speirs-Bridge et al. 2010; Soll and Klayman 2004).

For the remainder of this paper, we restrict attention to the elicitation of probabilities

of events’ occurrences. Three questions (asked in a particular order) are used. In the

first two questions, experts are asked to think about all the reasons why the occurrence

probability may be small (large). With these in mind, we inquire about a ”realistic

lowest (highest) plausible bound”. The last question elicits a ”realistic best estimate” of

the expert’s subjective degree of belief in the occurrence probability of that given event.

The first two questions form an interval that capture the expert’s uncertainty.

3 Measures

This section outlines approaches to measuring expert performance and dependencies.

Experts are asked to represent their uncertainty as a subjective probability and their

assessments may then be scored. Roughly speaking, a scoring rule is a numerical eval-

uation of the accuracy of expert assessments against actual outcomes (de Finetti 1962;

Savage 1971; Winkler and Jose 2010). Despite the simplicity of this idea, there are many

possible ways to score experts, deserving careful attention.

Scoring rules are called proper if their expected pay-off is maximised when experts

accurately express their true beliefs about the predicted event. Proper scoring rules

encourage the experts to make careful and honest assessments (Winkler and Murphy

1968).

Along with evaluating individual experts’ performances, we are also interested in

experts’ joint behaviour. Expert judgements are (in general) correlated with one another
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(if for no other reason) simply because people have access to similar information and have

similar training and experiences (e.g. Booker 1987).

3.1 Measures of performance

We are concerned with scoring as a way of rewarding those properties of expert subjective

probability assessments that we value positively. Three properties that define expert

performance will be briefly discussed further : accuracy, calibration and informativeness.

3.1.1 Accuracy

Accuracy measures how close an expert’s best estimate is to the truth. One tool to

measure accuracy is the Brier score (Brier 1950), which is a proper scoring rule. The

Brier score for events is twice the squared difference between an estimated probability

(an expert’s best estimate) and the actual outcome; hence it takes values between 0 and

2. Consider question/event i with two possible outcomes j. The Brier score of expert k

assessing event i is calculated as follows:

BrierScoreki =
2∑

j=1

(pkij − xij)
2,

where pkij is expert k’s probability for event i, output j, and xij is 1 if output j occurs

and 0 otherwise. The above formula measures the accuracy of one estimate made by one

expert for one question. Lower values are better and can be achieved if an expert assigns

large probabilities to events that occur, or small probabilities to events that do not occur.

An experts’ accuracy can be then measured over many questions (N) and averaged to

represent their overall accuracy:

BrierScorek =
1

N

N∑
i=1

2∑
j=1

(pkij − xij)
2 (1)

The number of questions and their overall sample distribution play an important role

in interpreting such a score. By an overall sample distribution, we mean the inherent

uncertainty of the events represented by the questions. This is also called the base rate
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and it is different for each different set of questions. However, its value, that has nothing

to do with the expert’s accuracy, contributes to the value of the average Brier score.

This challenges the comparison of experts’ scores calculated from different sets of ques-

tions. Nevertheless comparisons will be more meaningful when made on the same set of

questions.

3.1.2 Calibration

In order to deal with the base rate problem, Cooke discusses the benefits of using scores

for average probabilities, rather than average scores for individual questions (variables)

in Cooke (1991). He opts for calibration rather than accuracy measures for evaluating

experts’ performance. A scoring rule is essentially a random variable and interpreting

the scores’ values requires knowledge about the score’s distribution. An important jus-

tification for Cooke’s proposal is that his (asymptotically proper) score has a known

distribution, as opposed to (for example) the average Brier score, which does not. The

average Brier score is a single number summary of the joint distribution of forecasts and

observations. An empirical distribution of the average Brier score can obtained for a

given joint distribution. Nevertheless, this empirical distribution will differ for different

joint distributions.

Before introducing Cooke’s calibration score, we need some notation. Assume the

experts are asked to assign events to probability bins bi of the following form b1 =

(0.1, 0.9), b2 = (0.2, 0.8), b3 = (0.3, 0.7), etc. An expert would assign an event to the

b2 bin if their best guess (about the probability of occurrence) is anywhere between 0.1

and 0.2. Let pi be the probability of occurrence that corresponds to bin bi
1. Each expert

assigns events to the different bins. Let ni denote the number of events assigned (by an

expert) to the bin bi. Let si denote the proportion of these events that actually occur; si

can be thought of as the empirical distribution of bi, whose theoretical distribution is pi.

Ideally si and pi should coincide. Nevertheless, in practice, they often do not.

Cooke’s calibration is essentially a comparison between the empirical and theoretical

1Later in calculations we will consider p1 = 0.05, p2 = 0.15, etc.
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distributions, per bin, per expert. The discrepancy between the two is measured in terms

of the relative information I(si, pi) of si with respect to pi. The relative information

of one distribution with respect to another is a non-negative measure that equals zero

iff si = pi. Increasing values of I(si, pi) indicate increasing discrepancy. The relative

information is calculated as follows:

I(si, pi) = si ln

(
si
pi

)
+ (1 − si) ln

(
1 − si
1 − pi

)
(2)

A result in Hoel (1971) shows that for ni independent events whose probability of

occurrence is pi, 2niI(si, pi) is asymptomatically Chi-squared distributed with one degree

of freedom. Then, if all events are independent
∑10

i=1 2niI(si, pi) is asymptomatically Chi-

squared distributed with ten degrees of freedom. Under the (null) hypothesis that the

experts estimate the theoretical distribution correctly, Cooke’s calibration is defined as

the probability of obtaining a result equal to or more extreme than the observed. Hence,

it corresponds to the p-value of a statistical test:

Cal(e) = 1 − χ2
10

(
10∑
i=1

2niI(si, pi)

)
, (3)

where χ2
10 is the cumulative distribution function of a Chi-squared random variable with

ten degrees of freedom.

For the Chi-square approximation to be reasonably close, the number of questions

assessed by each expert should be quite large (in order of hundreds). Since this is very

rarely the case in practice, the empirical distribution of
∑10

i=1 2niI(si, pi) (obtained via

simulations) is used instead.

As for the average Brier score case, ideally expert performances should be compared

on the same set of questions. When experts assess different sets of questions, the power

of the test used in measuring calibration should be adjusted to account for the different

number of samples (the different number of questions) (Cooke 1991). Incorporating this

adjustment into the simulated empirical distribution of the score is far from trivial. If a

score has an exact distribution, rather than an asymptotic one, the power adjustment is
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not crucial.

Using the same notation we could measure a different sort of calibration through the

average Brier score discussed in Section 3.1.1. The average Brier score can be decom-

posed into two additive components called calibration and refinement(Murphy 1973).

The calibration term for a total on N questions can be calculated as follows:

10∑
i=1

ni(pi − si)
2

N
(4)

Very roughly, the refinement term is an aggregation of the resolution and the inherent

uncertainty of the events assessed. The resolution term rewards expert estimates that

are consistent with event probabilities. In the following section we describe two other

measures of resolution based on the notion of entropy associated with a probability mass

function. Entropy is a measure of the degree to which the mass is spread out and can be

used in several ways to describe aspects of an expert’s informativeness.

3.1.3 Informativeness

Entropy is very often taken as a measure of lack of information in a distribution. The

entropy of the distribution (pi, 1 − pi), denoted H(pi) is calculated as follows:

H(pi) = −piln(pi) − (1 − pi)ln(1 − pi) (5)

The maximum value of H(pi) is ln(2) and it is obtained when pi = 0.5. Thus, the

uniform distribution is the most entropic. The most informative distribution corresponds

to the distributions with minimal entropy, 0. This is obtained only if pi = 0 or pi = 1.

The entropy in the joint distribution of independent variables is the sum of entropies in

the distributions of the individual variables. Two different entropy measures are defined

in Cooke (1991), the average response entropy and the average sample entropy. The

average response entropy in an expert’s joint distribution on N events is defined as:

Hr =
1

N

10∑
i=1

niH(pi) (6)
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The response entropy measures the entropy in what the expert says. It does not

depend on the actual occurrences of events. The average sample entropy, denoted Hs, is

calculated as follows:

Hs =
1

N

10∑
i=1

niH(si) (7)

The sample entropy measures the entropy in the expert’s performance, but it does

not correspond to the distribution that the expert (or anyone else) believes. In contrast,

response entropy corresponds to the distribution connected to the calibration hypothesis

described in Section 3.1.2. If an expert is perfectly calibrated, then Hs = Hr. Unfortu-

nately, the reverse is not true.

An expert’s informativeness may be also measured with respect to their choice of the

probability bins. The choice (alone) of a more extreme probability bin (i.e. assigning a

probability close to 0 or 1) can give yet another indication of the expert’s informativeness.

To this end we define an average response informativeness as follows:

Ir =
1

N

10∑
i=1

niI(pi, 0.5) (8)

The response informativeness attains its minimum in zero, when all the variables are

placed in the (0.5, 0.5) bin. A higher informativeness score is preferred since it indicates

that more variables were placed in more extreme bins.

All the formulations above assume that experts have placed events in probability bins.

Some protocols (IDEA included) ask experts to provide a best guess and an uncertainty

interval around their best guess (e.g. McBride et al. 2012). The width of these inter-

vals is a measure of the experts’ confidence, or lack thereof. A larger interval denotes

decreased confidence. Narrower bounds around a judgement are often interpreted as

greater informativeness.
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3.2 Measures for experts’ dependence

Correlated expert judgements have been discussed occasionally in the literature but there

has been little research into evaluating the extent to which this dependence is practically

relevant. Cooke (1991, p. 196) postulates that such correlation is ”usually benign, and al-

ways unavoidable”. In contrast O’Hagan et al. (2006, p. 185) worries that ”groups of sim-

ilar experts will receive too much weight and minority views will be under-represented”.

Jouini and Clemen (1996) proposes an approach to incorporating the dependence

between experts through the mathematical aggregation of their opinions based on copulae

(Nelsen 1999). This proposal is evaluated by Kallen and Cooke (2002) on the TU Delft

database (Cooke and Goossens 2008) of expert elicitations. Kallen and Cooke (2002)

tests the hypothesis that experts are independent against experts are not independent

using a statistical test based on the relative information measure. The assumption of

independence is rejected at the 5% level in 12 out of 26 cases, which points to less

dependence than generally conjectured. Moreover, no statistically significant relation

between dependence and calibration was found.

When dependence between experts is evaluated, this should be done conditional on

the outcome of the predicted event because we want to understand how estimates relate

to one another, independent of the question itself. Answering the same question will cer-

tainly induce some dependence between answers, adding to that which arises through, for

example, the experts’ common knowledge. By eliminating the first type we are hopefully

left with the dependence we want to investigate.

We propose the following setting: an expert receives a 1 if the absolute value of the

difference between the assessed probability of occurrence and the outcome (0 or 1) is less

than or equal to 0.5, and a -1 otherwise. In this way we create new random variables

(corresponding to the experts’ answers), that are conditional on the outcomes. We avoid

measuring these new variables on a continuous scale in order to avoid false precision,

and in an attempt to reduce the influence of questions’ difficulty. A value of 1 indicates

(very roughly) that the expert was relatively close to the truth, and a −1 indicates the

opposite. Each expert’ answers will be transformed in this way into a vector of 1s and
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−1s and the product moment correlation between these vectors will be calculated. This

provides a measure of the association between the estimates made by two experts that is

independent of the characteristics and context of the question.

4 Results

4.1 Data

Most of the data analysed here were collected during a cycle (September 2013 – March

2014) of a forecasting tournament (Wintle et al. 2012). A previous cycle of the same

tournament took place in the year prior to that and the data collected in that cycle is used

only in the final step of the analysis (for more details about the data we refer to Hanea

et al. 2015). Each month, a new set of questions was released and experts had about

three weeks to investigate the question, provide first round individual estimates, view the

estimates of other individuals in their group, discuss, and provide second round individ-

ual estimates. All questions considered in the present analysis correspond to Bernoulli

random variables. Most questions resolved within 12 months, hence are suited for em-

pirical evaluations and validation studies. Several experts2 answered these questions by

following the 3-step question style.

The experts were grouped in four different groups. One ”supergroup” (Group 1) was

formed by combining the best performing experts from the previous year, as measured

by their average Brier scores. Three more groups, Group 2, Group 3, and Group 4 of

new and returning experts were formed. The new experts were assigned randomly to the

remaining groups. There were 10 experts in Group 1, 12 in Group 2, nine in Group 3,

and only six in Group 4 that answered at least one question in both rounds (gave at least

six estimates). There were 30 returning experts and seven new ones and they answered

subsets of a set of 33 questions.

Some of the experts engaged in initial face-to-face training, where they learned about

how the questions were to be asked and why they were asked in this manner. Importantly,

2Our experts may be considered in some contexts to be non-expert participants, but we use here a
wider interpretation of expertise (Burgman et al. 2011).
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they were exposed to ideas and evidence regarding cognitive biases and group dynamics

that can compromise group elicitation, and ways to mitigate them. Experts who did not

receive face-to-face training, received online or telephone training. Moreover, background

materials that outlined and explained the issues above were available to all experts.

Probabilistic concepts were introduced through the practice questions that formed part

of the training.

Between rounds, experts interacted on the website under the supervision of a trained

facilitator. Team members offered rationales and critiques and shared information, often

revising their understanding of the context of the question and highlighting relevant

information.

4.2 Performance measures within groups

We will first analyse the dependence measure described in Section 3. We will examine

in particular the interdependencies within each of the four groups, to evaluate whether

the discussion between rounds contributes to the dependence between the experts. If

there is an appreciable effect, answers might be different depending on the group size,

composition, commitment, and the way discussion is facilitated.

Previous research using these data showed that group performance based on Cooke’s

weights (proportional to the product of calibration and response entropy) was slightly

better than the equally weighted combination of the experts (Hanea et al. 2015). We

will compare the empirical properties of the different measures discussed in Section 3 and

discuss the meaningful and desired properties of expert forecasts.

Previous research also showed that the correlation between the average Brier score

and the length of the uncertainty interval provided by experts around their best estimates

is not (statistically) different than zero (Hanea et al. 2015). We will investigate if similar

conclusions can be drawn about the correlation between the average Brier score and the

response and the sample entropy measures.

Figure 1 shows the results for Group 1. These are presented in a form of a matrix

of plots showing correlations among pairs of variables. The histograms of the variables
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Figure 1: The correlation matrix of the Brier score, relative entropy and sample en-
tropy for Group 1. ABS1(2), Hr1(2) and Hs1(2) represent the average Brier score, the
response entropy and the sample entropy (calculated per expert), respectively, before
(after) discussion.

are shown on the diagonal. ABS1(2), Hr1(2) and Hs1(2) represent the average Brier

score, the response entropy and the sample entropy (calculated per expert), respectively,

before (after) discussion. Scatter plots of pairs of variables appear off-diagonal, together

with fitted regression lines and the sample correlation coefficient. The slopes of the

regression lines in the scatter plots are equal to the displayed correlations. The statistical

significance of the sample correlations is tested with a t-test (at 0.05 significance level)

and statistically significant correlations are highlighted in red in the correlation matrix

plot. It is worth bearing in mind that even the red correlations should only be regarded as

signals, since their significance is not necessarily a measure of small confidence intervals,

but rather confidence intervals that did not capture zero. Moreover, these tests are not

adjusted for multiple comparisons.
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As expected, the estimates for questions before discussion are strongly positively cor-

related with the judgements for the same questions after discussion. There are also strong,

significant positive correlation between the average Brier score and the sample entropy,

both within and between rounds. A higher Brier score (poor performance) corresponds

to higher entropy (low informativeness), an expected result because the sample entropy is

(theoretically) related with each experts’ performance. Similar patterns arise in the other

groups3. The relationships between average Brier score and the response informativeness

are weak and inconclusive.

As discussed in Section 3.1.2, the average Brier score is, in a sense, a combination

of both calibration and informativeness (as defined by resolution and uncertainty). Ex-

tracting the calibration term of the Brier score alone and investigating its correlation

with the other informativeness measures might reveal different patterns. Figure 2 shows

the correlation matrix plot of the the calibration term, denoted CT BS, the response and

the sample entropy, before and after discussion, for Group 2. There are no statistically

significant correlations, except for the pairs of before and after discussion estimates for

the same question.

The results for the other groups are very similar. When comparing the calibration

term with response informativeness and the length of the uncertainty intervals (considered

as a measure of the experts’ mean confidence) we can again only speculate rather than

draw strong conclusions.

The response informativeness (measuring departure from the uniform (0.5, 0.5) dis-

tribution) and mean confidence are negatively correlated see Figure 3. That is to say,

highly informative experts tend to give smaller uncertainty intervals. Preliminary results

(Hanea et al. 2015) showed that in many cases, best guesses closer to 0.5 are accompanied

by relatively large uncertainty intervals. The results here confirm this finding in a more

general setting.

Unfortunately, our sample sizes are not large enough to detect moderately strong

correlations reliably. The same analysis could be repeated, pooling all experts in a single

3In the following analysis we will try to present results such that all groups are represented.
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Figure 2: The correlation matrix of the Brier score’ calibration term, relative entropy
and sample entropy for Group 2
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Figure 3: The correlation matrix of the Brier score’ calibration term, mean confidence
and the response informativeness for Group 3
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group. Pooling is reasonable if the dependence between the experts is weak, and does

not vary appreciably as a function of group membership.

4.3 Analysis of dependence

To investigate dependence between experts, they must answer the same questions, prefer-

ably many of them. Using the approach described in Section 3.2, each experts’ answers

were transformed into vectors of 1’s and −1’s. In some cases it may happen that all

transformed answers are equal to 1, in which case the expert has no variance. Such cases

occur in this dataset when the number of questions answered was less than 20. Therefore

we have selected groups of experts that answered 20 or more questions (from a maximum

of 33 available questions).

Due to the above considerations we were left with 12 pairs of experts from the same

group, including only one pair in Group 4 and one pair in Group 3. This makes the

investigation of the differences between the dependence structures of different groups im-

possible. We found only 34 pairs of experts (again due to the above constrains) from

different groups to compare with the 12 pairs of experts belonging to the same group.

We then investigated two other aspects of dependence:

1. the difference between the experts’ dependence structure between and within groups,

and

2. the differences between the experts’ dependence before and after the discussion

between the two rounds

Calculating the average correlation coefficient of the experts from the same group, we

obtain 0.271 before discussion, and 0.283 after discussion. For dependence within groups,

we obtain an average of 0.272 before discussion, and of 0.315 after discussion. These

numbers suggest very similar behaviour, at least on average, before and after discussion.

Moreover, a correlation less than 0.3 is small in the context of previous studies (Winkler

1967).

To emphasize the change in correlation after discussion takes place in a group, we take
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the difference between the correlation values corresponding to the answers from round 2

and those of round 1, adjusting for absolute change (e.g. we consider a change from a

0.06 correlation to a −0.1 correlation to be an increase of 0.04). The mean change within

groups between the rounds is equal to 0.058. Performing the same sort of calculations

we find that the mean change between the groups, between the rounds is 0.061. Both

changes are extremely small and very similar, suggesting that the discussion contributed

little to aligning expert perspectives.

Previous research (Hanea et al. 2015) suggests that the performance of experts,

as measured by their average Brier scores, improved after discussion between rounds.

Nevertheless the average Brier scores in the above study were calculated based on different

sets of questions for each expert. Hence the reliability of the comparisons could be

questioned. This analysis reflects a different way of comparing change in performance

after discussion. Since a value of 1 in the vector of modified answers indicates that the

expert was relatively close to the truth, and a −1 indicates the opposite, a measure of

improved performance is reflected in an increase in the number of 1s. We find a small

but consistent increase, independent of an increasing or a decreasing correlation between

experts after the discussion, for all investigated pairs of experts. The average relative

increase for the pairs of experts with increasing correlation is 6%, and for the experts

with decreasing correlation is 9%.

In conclusion, the dependence structures between and within the groups are effec-

tively the same, slightly strengthened by the discussion between rounds. Nevertheless

the small change in dependence is accompanied by a small improvement of performance

(as measured and compared on the same set of questions). That is, the slightly higher

dependence reflects a convergence on the observed outcome and is therefore valuable.

4.4 Performance measures revisited

These results make it reasonable to pool the expert data from all for groups to form

a larger dataset. We use the pooled data to investigate the relationships between the
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Figure 4: The correlation matrix of the Brier score’ calibration term, the response and
the sample entropy

performance measures we looked at in Section 4.2. Figure 4 confirms that there is no

statistically significant correlation between the calibration and the informativeness mea-

sured on any of the proposed entropies. This should encourage the use of both calibration

and informativeness when measuring performance and scoring experts.

The larger sample sizes make associations that previously were equivocal, more com-

pelling. The negative correlations between response informativeness and mean confidence

are statistically significant and reasonably large when expert data are pooled. Figure 5

reflects this relationship and indicates that depending on the modeller and the models’

requirements, one can measure one or the other for an indication of how different the

experts answers are from the uniform distribution.

We could go one step further and use the data from two consecutive years, further

increasing the power of the statistical tests. A further indication that the confidence as
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Figure 5: The correlation matrix of the Brier score’ calibration term, mean confidence
and the response informativeness

measured by the width of the uncertainty intervals and the calibration term of the Brier

score are uncorrelated is shown in Figure 6. The negative correlation between the mean

confidence and the response informativeness is confirmed. Perhaps the most interesting

result in Figure 6 is a statistically significant negative correlation between the calibration

term and the response informativeness. A low calibration term (which in this context

corresponds to good performance) is associated with high informativeness (departure

from the uniform distribution). This may be seen as a contradiction of the previously

found lack of relationship between the calibration term and confidence, but it nevertheless

emphasises once more the sensitivity of these kind of conclusions to the different measures

compared. Good performance (in terms of calibration) and high informativeness results

in the most desirable quantification of uncertainty, but depending on the measure used,

findings can appear contradictory.
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Figure 6: The correlation matrix of the Brier score’ calibration term, mean confidence
and the response informativeness
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5 Final Comments

In general, Delphi processes restrict interactions between experts to limit the potential

for loss of information and the erosion of independence. The modified IDEA approach

that we deploy here allows greater interactions, which may occur remotely (by email)

or face-to-face, although they are always moderated by a facilitator. Facilitators may

prompt members to question outliers, request argument maps or other forms of reason-

ing to support positions, consider counter-arguments, and specify the source and details

of supporting evidence for claims. The potential for the erosion of independence has

always been a concern, balanced by the potential for better understanding of the ques-

tions and wider dissemination of relevant data and technical understanding. It is not

possible theoretically to balance these factors. Here, we present empirical results that

are consistent with the position that direct interactions between experts are, on balance,

beneficial because the correlations are generally weak and the improvements of groups’

performance are relatively substantial. We conclude that, based on this evidence at least,

direct, facilitated interactions generate better quality group estimates of the outcomes of

events.
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